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Description

Key Selling Points
Whimsical, beautiful embroidery motifs created by an avid gardener—stitch roses, bees, or whole garden scenes
Kazuko Aoki has a unique talent for translating the beauty of the garden with needle and thread. By offering forty motifs, Aoki
invites us to explore her gardens through embroidery
Presents projects that feature the embroidery: brooches, notebook covers, pin cushions, and pouches.

About The Author
Kazuko Aoki is a talented and popular Japanese textile artist whose work is featured in many embroidery magazines and exhibitions. Her
delicate pictures are inspired by her great love of nature and the flowers in her own garden, which often provide the starting point for
her creative designs. Kazuko loves to combine other embroidery techniques with cross-stitch to introduce a beautiful and unexpected
element in her designs and in the process create an original new style.
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I NF OR M A TI ON

Forty motifs explore the roses and wildflowers that appear season to season, as well as the bees and butterflies that enjoy their nectar.
The designs here are exquisite, detailed, and artfully rendered. For those new to embroidery, detailed how-to illustrations are included.
Visually striking with a design aesthetic that is simple and modern, this book provides unique and beautiful projects and conveys the
sense of simplicity, joy, and enrichment that can be gained from crafting.

